Dear students,

Summer is almost here! The elections are behind us, you are busy with your last exams or papers and the study associations are busy organising FLUX festival... It's time for us to look at the past year, but also focus on what is going to happen in September!

During the year, we've tried to keep you updated on several important issues within the Council. One of these subjects was the Bring Your Own Device regulation. The Board understands our concerns and one of the developments is that the price of rental laptops will be lowered from €5 to €2.50! Another big subject of debate were the Additional Admission Requirements (AKT’s). The Board agrees with our statement that AKT's devalue our own Bachelor’s degrees and promised that there will be no more AKT’s if there are no capacity issues in the Master’s.

In our annual report, which will be published soon, we elaborate on issues such as Honours, the collaboration with VU Amsterdam and catering, and also on what did not go as planned last year.

In September, the Faculty Student Council will have twelve new members. The elected students are, in alphabetical order: Steven Beutick, Esther de Boer, Richard Broersen, Menno van Gameren, Renske Grupstra, Pim van Helvoirt, Karlijn Limpens, Nick Nauta, Susan Rigter, Eli de Smet, Tom Strengers and Noa Visser. We wish them an excellent year!

And you, dear students, you have a lovely summer. If you have any questions or remarks on our annual report, please feel free to drop by!

Kind regards,

The Faculty Student Council

More information? Please visit room B0.112, send an email to fnwi@studentenraad.nl or go to studentenraad.nl/fnwi

2015-2016 was a year of...

...travelling, drinking, karaoke, swordfighting and terrible puns about rocks. We would almost get sentimental about it...

...filled with memorable events, good parties and many interesting excursions...

...minds and machines. Big data and techniques of analysis allow us to model the complexity of the brain as process. Join us at our symposium on 3 June and learn more...

...much too enthusiastic first-years, Eastern Bloc travels, cheese shortage and confusing meadows...

...of our 35th anniversary and a lustrum week brimming with fun activities...

...a mega cool conference, awesome parties, a supercool study trip, bossy boozefests, inspiring talks, and lots and lots of fun...

...a successful Congo Conference and Career Day and the retirement of honorary member Professor Steph Menken...

FLUX FESTIVAL

Join your study association to celebrate the summer at the FLUX festival at 24 June

REGISTER

Don't forget to register for the upcoming semester's courses and exams before 28 June